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The Wizard of Oz: An Illustrated Companion to the Timeless Movie Classic is a vibrant 

celebration of the 70th anniversary of the film’s August 1939 premiere. Its U.S. 

publication coincides with the release of Warner Home Video’s special collector’s edition 

DVD of The Wizard of Oz. 

John Fricke is the 

author of four earlier 

books about Oz and 

its star, Judy Garland, 

and twice-recipient 

of the Emmy Award 

as co-producer/

writer of Garland 

documentaries for 

PBS-TV and the  
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Jonathan Shirshekan 

is a preeminent Oz 

collector, researcher, 

and preservationist; 

this is his first book.

t least six times between April and September 1938, M-G-M 

set a start date for The Wizard of Oz, and each came and went 

as preproduction problems grew. By October, director Norman 

Taurog had left the project; when filming finally started on the 

13th, Richard Thorpe was—literally and figuratively—calling the shots. 

Rumor had it that the Oz Unit first would seek and photograph whichever 

California barnyard most resembled Kansas. Alternately, a trade paper re-

ported that all the musical numbers would be completed before other 

footage was taken. (Perhaps that misinformation grew from the fact that 

most Judy Garland, Ray Bolger, Buddy Ebsen, and Bert Lahr Oz vocals were 

prerecorded between September 30 and October 11.)

In the end, Thorpe began on Stage 26 on Metro’s Culver City lot, filming 

Dorothy’s meeting with The Scarecrow at the cornfield crossroads. The duo 

also performed “If I Only Had a Brain” under the guidance of choreographer 

Bobby Connolly. Bolger’s initial approach to his character seems to have been 

very gentle; his prerecording for the song was husky, almost whispered in 

some places and sung legato in others.

By October 17, the expeditious Thorpe had moved on to The Witch’s 

Castle. Over eight days, he filmed the escape of Toto; the imprisonment of 

Dorothy; her rescue by The Scarecrow, Tin Man, and Lion (disguised as 

Winkie Guards); the capture and chase by The Winkies; and scenes with 

The Witch, Nikko, and another monkey. Stills of these sequences show stag-

ing and visual concepts that would not appear in the finished film:

• Rather than being followed and chased by The Winkies, Toto 

instead escaped through their ranks to leap across the castle  

drawbridge.

• Thorpe kept Bolger, Ebsen, and Lahr in their Guard disguises well 

after they broke through The Tower Room door to free Dorothy.

• A wrought-iron (not wooden) chandelier came crashing down on 

The Winkies when The Tin Man cut the rope that held it aloft.

• Alternate hair, makeup, or costume designs were in place for Garland 

(“Lolita”), Bolger (“The Mummy”), and Margaret Hamilton.

Additionally, Dorothy performed a reprise of “Over the Rainbow” while 

locked up and awaiting execution in The Tower Room. Garland sang this 

“live,” as it was too difficult a rendition to prerecord and lip-synch. Breaking 

down into sobs as scripted, the girl progressed through three takes before the 

performance was deemed satisfactory. She was accompanied by an off-screen 

piano, which would be supplanted on the soundtrack by full orchestra when 

Oz was in final edit. 
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OppOsite page: “Look! Emerald City is closer and prettier than ever!” This detail from an Oz matte painting represents journey’s end for Dorothy and her 

friends as they viewed it from the poppy field. Many of the extraordinary background vistas seen in the film were created by melding film footage with crayon 

drawings such as this one. The combination was called a “Newcombe shot,” after creator Warren Newcombe. 

A

over the rainbowover the rainbow
How Oz Came to the Screen

above: In 1939, Bobbs Merrill published the only full-

length version of The Wizard of Oz on the market. (The rest 

of the Oz series was under the Reilly & Lee imprint.) So 

Whitman Publishing Company worked with Bobbs or Loew’s 

to create story-or-film-related products: picture puzzles, 

children’s stationery, a game, a paint book, a picture book, 

and a storybook. The latter is shown here in a promotional 

edition for Cocomalt food powder.

left/above/opposite: The American Colortype Company issued valentines for 1940 and 1941; the dozen differ-

ent designs were credited as “from the Motion Picture—Wizard of Oz.” They depicted a cross-section of Ozzy characters, 

although what appears to be a ruby slipper variation was not part of the original group. 

above/opposite: Thanks to Loew’s licensing efforts, there was a brief 

spate of Oz-related merchandise in 1939-41. Five “Par-T Masks” came with a flyer 

offering “8 Ways to Have Fun at a Hallowe’en Party with Wizard of Oz Masks.”  

left: In addition to “The Strawman by Ray Bolger” rag doll in 

two sizes, The Ideal Novelty & Toy Company also manufactured 

an all-wood composition “Judy Garland as Dorothy in The Wizard 

of Oz” in three sizes. Sculpted by Bernard Lipfert, the Dorothy doll 

boasted either human hair or mohair wig and (in most cases) a 

blue-and-white checked dress.
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Licensed with Warner Bros., this exciting new Wizard of Oz companion features a 

handsome, coffee-table-book format with an eye-catching, glittery cover. Inside the 

book are more than 500 black-and-white and full-color images, including stills, behind-

the-scenes shots, an extra-large gatefold scene, and memorabilia such as casting 

notes, test costumes, posters, and artists’ sketches. Authors Fricke and Shirshekan, 

renowned authorities on all things Oz, have gathered a wealth of rare materials and 

revealing anecdotes and quotes. Popular characters are highlighted; widely reported 

myths are debunked; and timeless truths are cast in an exciting new light. It’s a 

collection sure to delight Oz fans everywhere. 



near right: Depending on your generation, 

The Scarecrow here resembles Edna Mae Oliver, Boy 

George, or Marilyn Manson. center: Without 

the burlap texture, Bolger’s facial makeup is vague-

ly lacking. far right: When filming began, The 

Scarecrow looked like The Mummy of Oz. 

left: As adjusted under Cukor’s guidance, Bolger’s 

final makeup consisted of a mottled, thin rubber 

mask, glued over most of his face and painted to 

simulate burlap. The process took two hours every 

morning. right: Bolger’s dancing sobriquet as 

“Rubber Legs” is everywhere apparent.
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above: Forty-eight-year-old Frank Morgan imbued both The Wizard and Professor Marvel with the 

same bumbling characteristics he brought to many screen appearances. Movie audiences anticipated 

such familiar qualities and felt suitably fulfilled when they got them. above left: Baum’s Wizard, as 

drawn by Neill, after his return to Oz.

In addition to W. C. Fields (who had been Goldwyn’s choice five years earlier), M-G-M’s potential Wizards included: Ed Wynn, 

now best remembered as “Uncle Albert” in Disney’s Mary Poppins; Wallace Beery, so eager to play the part that some early 

self-publicity prematurely credited him with the role; Hugh Herbert, forever a fluttery, silly soul on screen; Victor Moore, the 

perennial “milquetoast” of Broadway and Hollywood; Robert Benchley, journalist and film personality in a variety of comedy 

shorts; and Charles Winninger, “Captain Andy” of the original Show Boat and “Barney Kurtz,” former vaudeville partner of 

Fred Mertz on TV’s I Love Lucy.

above: An early Technicolor test shows Morgan in ultimately rejected 

makeup as the small, bald Wizard of Denslow’s drawings (see page 107). 

Although originally planned as “The Wizard’s Song,” the actor’s throne-room 

presentations instead were made via superlative Langley and Harburg dialogue, 

in which Morgan offers Dorothy’s companions proof that they already possessed 

the qualities they’d long been seeking.
above: This wig and makeup for Professor Marvel were 

photographed on the orchard/Tin Man cottage set three 

months before the Oz Unit began work on the Kansas 

sequences. Morgan wears the costume he’d been provided 

for the Wizard’s Technicolor test a day earlier. left: 

Morgan models a possible ensemble and visage for The 

Emerald City palace soldier.

above: The blustery Guardian of the Gate (“Who rang that bell?!” ) was 

given several styles of wig and mustache before a decision was reached as to 

his ultimate appearance. 
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right: Eager to play 

The Wizard, Frank Morgan 

even did a screen test for 

the role. Scenarist Noel 

Langley later described 

it as “one of the funniest 

things I ever saw.” 

bottom left/near left: Baum & Denslow meet 

M-G-M in this comparison between original book art and the 

Garland/Bolger sequence of the film. below: The cross-

roads was repaved and curbed by the time Fleming began the 

picture “from the top.” The new Yellow Brick Road was made 

of Masonite and redesigned to appear as if composed of actual 

bricks—not the odd ovals of a month before.

right: The M-G-M apple orchard, as shown in a set 

reference still, had its origins in a later chapter of the 

first Oz book, “Attacked by the Fighting Trees.”  

below: This is the second filmed version of “If I Only Had a Brain,” as staged by Bobby 

Connolly. Four months later, the number would be rerecorded by Bolger and rechoreo-

graphed and refilmed by Busby Berkeley. 

above: During his few days with the Oz Unit, Cukor cautioned Judy not to 

act in any “fancy-schmancy” storybook manner as Dorothy. Such instruction 

was a key element to her success in the role. Cukor and Garland would later 

team as director and star of A Star is Born (1954), in which a segment was 

built around her character’s demolition by studio makeup artists. As Esther 

Blodgett, Judy was once again provided with a blonde wig, puttied nose, and 

frilly costume.
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LEFT: In a relaxed moment, Judy seems to take the tree 

much more in stride than does Dorothy when it reprimands her 

during actual filming. ABOVE: “I’m ready for my close-up”: a 

Technicolor test of an obstreperous Ozite. 

RighT: Bolger and Garland would meet many times in succeed-

ing decades. At their final encounter, Judy attended his 1968 New 

York supper club act at The Waldorf. When members of the audience 

called for her to sing “Over the Rainbow,” Bolger gently reminded 

them, “She’s already sung it—into your hearts.” 

ABOVE, LEFT/ABOVE: The Tin Man is discovered—by Denslow and Garland. When he joined the Oz cast, 

Haley rerecorded “If I Only Had A Heart” and random solo lines for his role, but the original prerecordings of 

“We’re Off to See the Wizard”—featuring Buddy Ebsen’s voice with Garland, Bolger, and (later) Lahr—remain on 

the film soundtrack to this day. LEFT: A series of M-G-Memorandums flew back and forth attendant to The Tin 

Man’s makeup.
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right: The popularity of the picture sometimes led 

to book publication of the Oz screen story, the original 

Oz title, or some of Baum’s sequels. Il Mago di Oz was 

one of many Italian variations.

this page: Wherever and whenever M-G-M was able to internationally launch Oz, its score remained a selling point. Metro-

associated music publishers quickly adapted stills and sketches to promote the familiar (or quick-to-become-familiar) songs—

including, in the case of the British “Selection,” the long-gone “Jitterbug.” These visuals display enthusiasm for Oz in English in 

Great Britain, as well as in French, Spanish, and Swedish. 

above/right: Foreign bookings were 

scattered in the 1940s. Some countries saw 

Oz at the onset of the decade; in others, 

the film didn’t begin to proliferate until 

post-1945. These ads and flyers celebrate the 

appearance of Oz in Japan, Austria, and Italy. 

For such engagements, dialogue was gener-

ally dubbed in the local language, while the 

songs remained in English.  
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BS presented The Wizard of Oz on television for the first time on 

November 3, 1956. The network’s contract with M-G-M includ-

ed “additional showing” options, but it’s doubtful that either 

corporation thought they would be implemented; movies were not then 

a coast-to-coast programming staple. Yet even though few households had 

a color set on which to maximally enjoy the film, the initial colorcast was 

a ratings smash. The network waited three years to repeat the picture, but 

from then on, Oz was an annual TV event. In its first dozen telecasts, it never 

placed lower than number four in the weekly ratings. In its first twenty-

seven, it was only once out of the top twenty. 

If the audience seldom varied, the network did. When the CBS contract 

expired, NBC won Oz rights for 1968-1975 by tripling the monetary figure  

M-G-M had been receiving. Realizing what it had relinquished, CBS reclaimed 

the picture in 1976, retaining it until 1999. Eventually, Oz brought M-G-M 

more than one million dollars per telecast, and a TV executive noted, “That 

picture is better than a gushing oil well.”

Financial and contractual facts are one aspect of the story; its miracle 

is the emotional impact the film never ceased to deliver. By the time of its 

seventh showing, Oz was defined by Time as “a modern institution and a red-

letter event in the calendar of childhood.” In those pre-home video days, the 

movie was a once-a-year celebration, important as the December holidays or 

a youngster’s birthday. It was anticipated, discussed, and relived, with family, 

at school, and with friends. Since 1980, Oz has been available on home video. 

Since 1999, it has been shown on multiple cable channels, sometimes with 

four or five airings in a single weekend. But even with that multiplicity, the 

pleasure for new or old audiences doesn’t abate. Thanks to television, Oz has 

become a happy, at-home, family friend. Meanwhile, the familiarity bred by 

such exposure has long since created its own Ozian subculture; virtually ev-

eryone recognizes and can appreciate allusions to the picture. For thirty years 

or more, it has been possible to find (at least) weekly Oz references in comic 

strips, editorial cartoons, television programs, commercials, newspaper and 

magazine articles, or other motion pictures. 

Designed to embrace art, fashion, and film, “The Inspirations of Oz Fine Art Collection” was established by Warner Bros. 

Consumer Products as a seventieth anniversary exhibition and unveiled at Art Basel Miami in December 2008. Fifteen 

contemporary artists created Oz-related images for a 2009 tour and charity auction of select pieces. The art offered here 

presents two portraits and one nontraditional approach to the greater Oz legend; the contributing artists are above: 

Glen Orbik; right top: William Joyce; right bottom: Alex Ross. (Additional “Inspirations” artists: Angelo 

Aversa, Romero Britto, Ragnar, Phillip Graffham, Gris Grimly, Marcus Antonius Jansen, Johnny Johns, Joel Nakamura, 

Nelson De La Nuez, Todd White, Yakovetic, and Gentle Giant Studios.) Limited Editions created by the “Inspirations of Oz” 

artists will be sold internationally through fine art galleries.
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the merry old
land of oz
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The merry old 
land of oz
Best-Loved Motion Picture of All Time

“A consortium of brains from the wardrobe 

and prop departments, assuming that tin 

meant tin, made me a suit out of stove-

pipe. There is very little stretch in stove-

pipe. The second model of the Tin Man suit 

was an improvement. It was essentially the 

same construction, but it was created of stiff 

cardboard, covered with a silvery metallic-

looking paper. Improved—but still no joy. It 

was almost impossible to sit down; to dance 

was an ordeal of pain.” 

                    — Buddy Ebsen

far left: In Neill’s drawings, the 

famous Oz characters proved adaptable to 

many poses. center: Early on, Ebsen 

tried out a makeup similar to that worn 

onstage by David Montgomery in 1902. 

near left: When columnist Hedda 

Hopper visited the set, she asked, “What 

are you going to do as the Tin Man?”  

Ebsen’s succinct reply: “Suffer, mostly!” 

His lack of makeup here reflects a con-

scious (if far from final) effort on the part 

of M-G-M to avoid the problem that beset 

Paramount’s Alice in Wonderland (1933). 

Most of their all-star cast was unrecogniz-

able beneath character masks. 

left: Hours after this scene 

was filmed, Richard Thorpe 

was fired as Oz director, and 

aluminum poisoning sent Ebsen 

to the hospital. (The Tin Man is 

shown here with The Lion, The 

Mummy, and Lolita.)  
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By early December, Fleming had finished in the flowers and moved back to The 

Witch’s Castle to retake the October scenes done by Thorpe. He also filmed the sequence 

in which The Witch torched The Scarecrow (“Just light him as if he were a cigarette, 

Miss Hamilton” was Fleming’s offhand directive), followed by her subsequent liquida-

tion. Hamilton later described the methods employed by the special effects crew to 

implement her meltdown: “I was wetted down before I stepped on a platform in the 

floor of the stage. And there was dry ice attached to the inside of my black cloak, and 

my costume was fastened to the floor. I screamed, ‘I’m melting! Melting! What a world! 

What a world! Who would have thought a good little girl like you could destroy my 

beautiful wickedness? Ohhhh, look out. I’m going. Ohhhhhhhh!’ When the elevator, or 

platform, brought me down, the dry ice gave off vapors, and the updraft of air puffed 

Twenty men  
worked for a week  

to embed forty  
thousand artificial 
flowers into Studio 

29’s terrain.

above left: The quintessential example of movie magic in the making is exemplified by this extraordinary view 

of Dorothy and The Lion as they’re observed, followed, tracked, photographed, and immortalized on their run across 

The Poppy Field soundstage. above RIGHt: Between takes, Judy enjoys a rare moment of repose.

out my skirt. And once I was through the floor, nothing was left on the stage but my hat 

and a little material.”

The male principals of Oz then enjoyed a deserved vacation for the rest of December. 

But Judy and Toto segued directly into practice for the Munchkinland segment. By the last 

two weeks of December, Leo Singer’s aggregation of 124 little people was primed to swiftly 

progress through filming on their village set. Choreographer Connolly and his assistants, 

Dona Massin and Arthur “Cowboy” Appell, were gently militant in their drill, plotting 
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“Fleming had a wonderful understanding of people. He 

knew the makeup was wearing; after a couple hours, it 

was depressing to have it on. In order for us not to lose 

interest, to try and keep our animation, he would call 

us together and say, ‘Fellahs, you’ve got to help me on 

this scene.’ Well, I knew this guy was a big director. He 

didn’t need actors to help him. He’d say, ‘You guys are 

Broadway stars; what do you think we should do here?’ 

The scene might be waking up in the poppy field, and 

we’d give our suggestions on how to play it . . . But I 

always thought he was just trying to keep our interest.”

                           — Jack Haley

above: The Poppy Field entrance is captured in a set reference still. below: Denslow’s 

characters are no less overwhelmed by the flowers than would be the M-G-M actors some 

thirty-eight years later.

above: December 1938: The toll taken by costumes, makeup, intense lighting, 

the dash through The Poppy Field, and film-making in general is fairly apparent. 

Judy would later review her trip to Oz, “I enjoyed [the film] tremendously, although 

it was a long schedule and very hard work; it was in the comparatively early days of 

Technicolor, and the lights were terribly hot. We were shooting for about six months, 

but I loved the music, and I loved the director, and of course, I loved the story.”
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left: The sequence in which The Winkie Guards 

presented Dorothy with The Witch’s broom was filmed 

in December 1938. It ended with the men chanting a 

chorus of “Ding-Dong! The Witch is Dead,” which dissolved 

through to the “triumphal return” procession in the streets 

of Emerald City, filmed two months later. The entire 

sequence was dropped from Oz prior to premiere.

above: Scores of green-clad extras marched and danced to welcome Dorothy back to The Emerald 

City. The test frame shows the cast in position for filming; The Scarecrow clutches The Witch’s broom-

stick. But Garland’s double is momentarily in her place, and The Cowardly Lion has an unzipped sleeve 

and is holding a cigarette.

below: Oz was rereleased to theaters by M-G-M in 1949. For promotion, the studio 

publicity department chose to display a (however incorrectly) hand-colored still from 

the triumphal return sequence—even though the routine had never been part of the 

finished film.
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left/above: This rare still displays the contiguous construction—indoors and out—of 

the Kansas front yard and parlor. Vidor enjoyed making long film “takes,” and except for a 

required close-up of Dorothy, the parlor sequence with Clara Blandick, Garland, Hamilton, 

and Charley Grapewin was comprised of a single effective acting scene.

left/above: In the film, Dorothy awakens in this bedroom set. Both Baum and Arthur Freed emphasized the “no 

place like home” aspect of the girl’s desire to return to Aunt Em and Uncle Henry, although it seemed much more appar-

ent in a 101-minute film than in a twenty-four chapter book. 109

above: A happy reunion—and reminiscence of the 1902 Oz musical play—was 

enjoyed by Maud Baum and Fred Stone. On that earlier occasion, he’d won acclaim as  

The Scarecrow, and Mrs. Baum’s husband made a speech of gratitude from the stage in  

response to audience demands for “author! author!” below: For Oz, Grauman’s  

forecourt was augmented by a studio-designed cornfield,  scarecrow, and Yellow Brick 

Road. Uncle Henry (Charley Grapewin) kibitzed with a tin man on his way into the theater. 

above: Trumpeted as the greatest opening in five years, the official premiere took place in Hollywood on Tuesday, August 15, drawing 

10,000 gawkers and participants. But Oz launched its first engagements in major and minor vacation or “lake” spots: Cape Cod, Massachusetts 

and Kenosha, Wisconsin (Friday, August 11), and Oconomowoc, Wisconsin (August 12). Positive reaction to such “test bookings” made for good 

word-of-mouth and, in Variety parlance, offered “key to Oz possibilities” with family audiences anywhere. 124

left/right: The Capitol kept 

Oz for a third week, but Mickey was 

due back in California for his next 

film. So two costars were brought 

in to work with Judy, and the trio 

clowned backstage in an “Off to 

See the Wizard” pose. Onstage, 

they sang “The Jitterbug,” explain-

ing its deletion from the movie; 

Bolger also did a comedy routine 

and eccentric dance, and Lahr 

performed his signature “Song of 

the Woodman,” written for him by 

Arlen and Harburg for The Show Is 

On (1936).

NeXt PAge: An artist-enhanced 

frame enlargement recaptures 

the scene that awed audiences in 

1939. Then “open the door” to the 

Technicolor wonders of Oz and see 

Dorothy in Munchkinland and The 

Poppy Field as first encountered by 

“the famous five.”

left/below: Along with Oz, Judy and Mickey also served as a wholesome 

sales force for local goods, goodies, and emporiums. Whelan’s “double rich choco-

late malted” indicates one such tie-in.
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this page: The February 29, 1940 “Oscars” were especially memorable for Judy. She wasn’t in 

competition, but she received a special award for “outstanding performance” as a screen juvenile. 

(The three earlier recipients had been Rooney, Deanna Durbin, and Shirley Temple.) Mickey made 

the presentation, and Guy Lombardo’s orchestra accompanied her rendition of “Rainbow” in 

response. Garland cherished the recognition although, with typical humor, she later dubbed her 

miniature statuette “The Munchkin Award.”
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above: World War II didn’t keep Oz from thriving “south of the border.” In late 1939, 

Argentina not only heralded the film release but served notice of a special radio show on 

the “16 de noviembre!” M-G-M and The General Electric Company assembled two thirty-

minute programs, one in Portuguese and one in Spanish, to promote the Latin Oz in Rio 

de Janeiro and Buenos Aires; the film premiered the following day. Their ad twice (and 

joyously) compares Oz to Disney’s international triumph, Blanca Nieves.

above: This hand-colored scene still was part of the South 

Africa Oz promotion. below: After the war, El Mago de Oz 

was seen in Spain.
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